The Power of
Facebook Ads
to Drive Sales

Why pay for
Attention?
PEOPLE & ACCESSIBILITY

Internet users average
7 social accounts

Average time spent on social
media per day—7 hours

59%

of consumers visit a brand’s
Facebook page at least once before
choosing to make a purchase.

79% of U.S. Internet users are
on Facebook

57%

of consumers say social media
influences their shopping led by
Facebook at 44%.
And this consumer segment includes
Gen Z, Millenials, Gen X, and Baby Boomers

AUDIENCE POSSIBILITIES ARE
NEARLY ENDLESS
Targeting—contextual, real-time, relevant

•

Target someone who lives within a mile of your
location with a specific offer only redeemable

•

in-store this weekend.
Target a consumer who has shown interest
in buying your product and deliver a buying

CREATIVE IS THE VARIABLE
Designed with the user in mind

•
•
•
•

Generic percent off, static images no
longer work
Movement is the key to the click
Consumable content—click to get
“Teach Me” type creative; not sell, sell, sell

guide placing you at the source of information
distribution and product.
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Content
Means
Conversions
PERFORMANCE-BASED ADS

•
•
•
•
•

Calls
Messages
Offline or online conversions
Event attendance
and more...

Here are 3 Facebook ad
types to run in 2020:

And here is a list of 3 content
types that will support the
above Facebook ad types:

This is the content that will feed your 3

2. Website remarketing

1. Buying Guides or Style Guides

questions, guiding people down the path

3. Engagement for look-alike

2. Top 10 Lists

1. Engagement remarketing

3. “What’s the difference

new Facebook campaigns. This content
is all about helping. You are answering
to purchase and creating conversion rich,
consumable content.

between...” breakdowns

Educate.
Entertain.
Inform.

That’s your Content and Paid Social strategy. You need to be
on a mission to create relevant, value add content with one
idea in mind.
“How does this help the people I want to sell to?”
As your content library grows so will your Social Ad targeting
ability, and with that, your conversions too.
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AVB Paid Social &
Content Methodology

With a killer content program (a focus on creative as the
variable and relevance at the heart), your social media
advertising will become your newest weapon in winning
the Attention Acquisition game.

MONTHLY MINIMUM BUDGET
RECOMMENDATION

$500/month
For more information on how to leverage Facebook to
amplify your message, contact your avb marketing account
executive, or send us a message at marketing@avb.net.
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